Company Profile

 For over 40 years, Hydair Drives Fluid Power Systems
(formally Atkins Hydair), has been a leader in the supply and
service of Hydraulic, Pneumatic and Fire Suppression Systems
and components to all industry sectors: Manufacturing, Mining,
Agriculture, Marine and Offshore.
 Following a management buyout in 2000 by current staff, the
company has grown significantly and established a branch in
Kalgoorlie to support key accounts in the Goldfields region.
 Our unique supply capability is supported by an organisation
that is structured to provide total system solutions.
 From quality customer service, phone sales, distribution, and
comprehensive technical support and after sales service,
Hydair Drives can provide all your system needs.

“The Hydair Advantage“

Our Values

 Vision – Our goal is to provide excellent customer service,
premium products, the highest level of professional and
technical support combined with competitive pricing. Hydair
Drives vision is to be recognized as the “best of the best” in the
fluid power industry. We call this “The Hydair Advantage”.

 Mission – In order to achieve our vision, the management and
staff, functioning as a team, will at all times act in a professional
manner to provide economical, reliable products combined
with friendly and efficient service. We are guided by the
company's values and principles, “to act with integrity and
fairness to improve the company's overall performance”.

“The Hydair Advantage“

Management Team

Des Rath – Managing Director with more than 35 years of
Technical sales and management experience in the Fluid
Power industry.
 Malcolm Tucker - Project Manager - Pneumatics and special
projects. Over 35 years of industry knowledge.
 Dale Sharpe – Business Development Manager - Fire
Suppression Division, extensive exposure to FSS installation,
selection and application.
 Mark Bartle – Business Development Manager- Fluid
Connector Division (Perth and Kalgoorlie). Contracts and
Technical support role for over 20 years.
 Stuart Tulau – Territory Manager (Kalgoorlie). Contract and
onsite support Goldfields region.

“The Hydair Advantage“

Key Accounts

 Evoloution Mining (La Mancha) – Supply and Service of onsite
hose container and Fire Suppression Systems to underground
equipment for over 10 years.
 Ausdrill Group – Onsite contract support WA, installation of
Fire Suppression Systems on mobile drilling equipment.
 Hampton Transport – (Various sites) Onsite contract support
with hose containers, installation of Fire Suppression Systems
on mobile plant for over 10 years.
 Goldfields Darlot – Ongoing on site support, labour hire and
installation of Fire Suppression Systems on mobile
underground drilling equipment.

“The Hydair Advantage“

Contact Information

Perth Office :

Kalgoorlie Office :

2/40 Canvale Road

11 Close Way

Canning Vale 6155

West Kalgoorlie 6430

Western Australia

Western Australia

+61 (08) 9475 5777

+61 (08) 9022 2040

+61 (08) 9475 5757

+61 (08) 9022 2024

A/H 0411 289 428

A/H 0458 111 013

info@hydairdrives.com.au
infokal@hydairdrives.com.au
www.hydairdrives.com.au
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Hydair drives shift to 'can-do' attitude
WHEN industrial products
group Atkins Carlyle offered
the opportunity for a management buy-out of its hydraulics
manufacturing business in
2000, five of its senior management team seized the
opportunity with great enthusiasm.
The business, Hydair Drives
Fluid Power Systems, was established in 1976 to service
the aviation industry, but has
since grown to service the resources, drilling, and oil and
gas sectors.
Managing director Des Rath
is one of only two of the original MBO group still at Hydair
Drives; and after leading his
company through turbulent
times, he believes it is in a
strong position to gear up for
its next growth phase.
Mr Rath said the 18-month
transition period after parting ways with Atkins Carlyle
was an unsettled time for the
company, exacerbated by the
departure of its then general
manager, who was one of the
MBO team.
In 2002, after Mr Rath
bought out the remaining
majority shareholder and two
junior shareholders, his main
challenge was to re-adjust the
ingrained culture of the organisation, which he believed
originated from being part of
a large corporation.
“I call it the ‘that’s how we
always do it’ attitude. [The
employees] weren’t allowed
to think for themselves or
given the freedom to be creative,” Mr Rath told WA Business News.
“We had to changed that
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COMPANY: Hydraulic system design,
manufacture and distribution.
BUSINESS: Hydraulic system design,
manufacture and distribution.
PROBLEM:Transitioning from
subsidiary of large organisation to
independent business, and changing
the ingrained ‘culture’ of the
company.
SOLUTION: Create a vision for the
company, involving developing new
systems to allow greater flexibility,
increase staff involvement, and
introduce incentives and training
opportunities.

mentality to more of a ‘cando’ attitude.”
To improve efficiency on
the business side, the company imple-mented its own
systems, including IT and accounting packages, to allow
employees the flexibility to
deal with clients’ needs on a
more individual and personal
level.
The company also clearly
identified its core business
and created a vision for the
organisation to map its path
forward.
“We inherited a large
number of clients from Atkins
Carlyle. But we focused on
targeting particular sized accounts and building relationships, rather than trying to
have a million accounts and
trying to serve them all with
the same energy – you can’t
possibly do it,” Mr Rath said.
“We had a clear vision for
the business, what products
we were selling where we
were going to sell them, and
a better understanding of

STRATEGY: Des Rath says Hydair is looking for potential
acquisitions as part of its growth strategy. Photo: Jemma Howard

where we were going.”
On a personal level, Mr
Rath realised that engaging
outside assistance with managerial tasks would help take
his company to the next level,
so he enrolled into the Curtin
Business School growth program.
“In my opinion, for anybody
entering business the EBDU
program should be a prerequisite, because you can save
yourself a lot of trouble,” he
said.
Participating in the growth
program, along with the
assistance of a business
mentor, helped him see his
business differently and highlighted the need to look after
the welfare of his clients and
staff.
To boost team morale, Mr
Rath introduced staff incentive schemes and reward
programs, and encouraged

staff to attend sales training
and business development
courses.
He also promoted a more
open and interactive workplace by involving staff in the
decision-making process.
“The company has a belief
that work should be enjoyable, and if you enjoy what
you’re doing then that spills
over to the clients,” Mr Rath
said.
With a strong financial position going forward, the company is eyeing potential acquisitions within the industry
as part of their next growth
phase.
Mr Rath said the company
was currently in negotiations
with number of other WA companies to represent parts of
their product range in the
South West and north-west
regions of the state.

helping business grow
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